SALPROP: SALIENT OBJECT PROPOSALS VIA AGGREGATED EDGE CUES
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BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

GOAL: We propose a novel object proposal generation scheme
by formulating a graph-based salient edge classification
framework that utilizes the edge context.
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Key Features:
 Fewer number of bounding boxes for good coverage of the
prominent objects contained in the image.
 Maintain order of saliency in the object proposals.
 Tight bound on the objects.

INTRODUCTION
 Object localization with high degree of precision is a
challenging task.
 It is usually solved by
 Using feature statistics
 Generic object region proposals
 Deep learning
 Exploit Edges
 Edges capture most of the shape information thus preserving
important structural properties contained in the image.
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 SalProp is the best technique at lower number of proposals achieving over 25% and
19% recall with only 1 window at IoU=0.5 and 0.6 respectively.
 At IoU=0:7, SalProp outperforms Rahtu [3] by 3.46%, Selective Search [5] by
5.16%, Objectness [2] by 7.32%, Randomized Prim’s [4] by 8.71%, GOP [1] by
22.36%, Rigor [8] by 23.46%, Rantalankila [10] by 30.05% and Perceptual Edge [6]
by 30.35% at top-10 proposals.
 Outperforms objectness [2] by 2%, 6% and 30% at IoU thresholds 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7
respectively.
 Comparable performance to EdgeBoxes [9] while having a computational speedup
of 5x over MCG [7].
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Fig. 2. (a) Original
image (b) Edge map
using OEF (c) After
NMS and thresholding
(d) Bayesian
Probabilistic edge map
(indicating saliency of
edge segments).
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Fig. 3. (a) NMS cut-off threshold for highest recall value at varying IoU on
validation set images. (b)-(d) The detection rate vs. the number of bounding box
proposals for varying IoU = 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 on test set images.
Fig. 1. The SalProp Framework. Given any RGB image, we
generate proposals ranked in the order of saliency. Green boxes
contain the most salient objects having higher rank and blue
boxes contain less salient objects and are ranked lower in the
proposal set. The number assigned to each box indicates its
saliency ranking in the proposal pool.
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Fig. 4. Qualitative examples of our object
proposals with other state-of-art techniques. (a)
Geodesic Object Proposals [1] (b) Objectness [2]
(c) Rahtu [3] (d) Randomized Prim [4] (e)
Selective Search [5] (f) Perceptual Edge [6] (g)
Multiscale Combinatorial Grouping [7] (h) Rigor
[8] (i) EdgeBoxes70 [9] (j) Rantalankila [10] (k)
SalProp. Blue bounding boxes are the closest
produced object proposals to each ground truth
bounding box shown in green. Missed objects are
shown with bounding boxes indicated in red
meaning that the object was not found. IoU
threshold=0.7 was used to determine correctness
for all examples.
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CONCLUSION
 Novel object proposal generation algorithm operating in a
computationally efficient learning based setting where the
salient object edge density inside the bounding box is
analyzed to score the proposal set.
 High recall rates with lesser number of proposals with varying
IoU thresholds and subsequently making it more reliable in
context of competing methods.
 Ranked the key objects according to their saliency.

